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PHIACORI0T- PHILOSOPHY (CC10) 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

Answer any three questions 
l6x3 = 48 

Explain the definition of Buddhi as given in tarkasarmgraha. Why and how the 

definition is changed in D+pik�? Is the change satisfactory? 

6+6+4 

State the definition of pratyak_a. Distinguish between Savikalpaka and 

Nirvikalpaka pratyak_a. How the existence of Nirvikalpaka pratyak_a can be 

known? 

4+8+4 

Explain the definition of Ayath�rtha anubhava. How does Annambhat�ta meet the 

fallacy aga inst this definition in Dipik�t+k�? 

4+12 

4 Write short notes on any fwo0: 
8x2 16 

(a) Different types of Anyath�siddha 

(b) Difference between Sv�rth�numiti and Par�rth�numiti 

(c) Definition of smriti 

(d) S�m�nyalak_aFa Pratyak_a. 
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16 Explain the definition of Upamiti after Tarkasarngraha. Mention the karana and 
vyäp�ra of upamiti. Can Upamiti he ineluded in Anumiti? Explain. 

5. 

Determine the sense-organ, object and sannikarsa in each of the following cases 44= 16 
of perception: 

6. 

(a) Menmal perception of the pleasure of the soul 

(b) Perception of the red colour of a rose 

(c) Perception of the absence of a jar on the table 

(d) Perception of the horn of a motor-car. 

16 Give a short account of the different kinds of hetväbh�_es. 

4x4 16 Point out the paksa, s�dhya and hetu of the following anum�nas and explain why 
the hetu is defective: (any four) 

8. 

(a) A cow has horn because it is an animal. 

(b) The hare's horn is pointed because it is a horn. 

(c) Fire is non-warm, because it is a substance. 

(d) The table is eternal because it is produced. 

(e) Sound is a quality because it is visually perceivable. 

() Absence is non-eternal because it has absence hood. 

For overall Impression-2 

N.B.: Stuchents have to complete submission of their Answer Serips through E-mail Whatsapp 
to their own respective colleges on the same day/ date of examinatiom within I hour afier 
end of exam. University / College athorities will not be held responsible for wrong 
submission (at in proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple 
copies of the same answer script. 
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